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You can take your Bibles and turn to Proverbs 3. Our text for
this morning will be vv3–4, but we’ll read the opening
section of the chapter to see these verses in their context.
Let’s read together. Pr 3, starting in v1,
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“Why is wisdom important? Where do you find it? And how do
you make it your own?” Those are the kinds of question that
Solomon answers in the opening chapters of Proverbs.
Pr1–2 occupies themselves with the protection wisdom offers
against harm, but then in Pr3, Solomon begins to show how
wisdom positively flows forth into our successful living.
Last week we saw that where you begin your pursuit of
success is vitally important.
The pathway of the Prosperity Gospel, for instance, will never
take you to any kind of success that ultimately matters.
Why? Because, right from the start, it sets you scurrying off in
the wrong direction.
When you look for success in the wrong places—like inside
yourself for example—then all you will ultimately reap is a
harvest of folly.
It’s essential that we identify the correct source of success, but
where we go next, and ultimately how we finish is no less
important.
This morning we’ll begin to see the difference between
knowledge and wisdom.
Wisdom requires knowledge, but only begins once the truth
flows forth into practical, daily application in our lives.
Korah, Nadab, Abihu, Saul, Rehoboam, Uzziah, Judas,
Hymenaeus, Alexander, Demas, Diotrephes… They were all
men with knowledge who seemed to start the right way.
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And yet, every one of them will be remembered, not for how
they started, but how they finished.
They all seemed to start well, but none of them finished well.
They all had knowledge, but none of them had wisdom.
The fact that you are listening to a sermon on a Sunday
morning, probably means that you are committed to
Scripture as the fountainhead of true and last success.
That’s good! You’ve started well, but how can you know if you
will finish well? How can you know that you’re not just
another Demas in the making?
In Pr 3, we find at least part of the answer to that question.
Those who have embraced wisdom will invariably display it in
their daily lives.
The best way to ensure that you will end right, is to live a life
where you are committed to doing the right thing now––one
moment, and one decision at a time.
Just keep doing the next right thing….That’s what the path of
success looks like.
It’s living a life where you continually put into daily practice
what you’re discovering in your study of Scripture.
We can have certainty that we’re on the pathway of success
when, as we saw in James we,
ourselves

ourselves.
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The secret to success begins by looking for it in the right
place. Pr 3:1–2 show us that the Source of Success is found
in the teachings and commandments of Scripture.
What we find then, in vv3–10, are four areas of life, where our
conduct will confirm whether or not we have truly embraced
the wisdom that will secure our eternal success.
We see in these verses, the relationship between:
1) Success and our Society,
(3:3–4)
2) Success and our Sovereign,
(3:5–6)
3) Success and our Selves, and finally
(3:7–8)
4) Success and our Stuff.
(3:9–10)
Each of these spheres of success serves as a diagnostic tool to
test our spiritual health.
This morning we’ll measure our spiritual health by seeing what
Biblical success looks like in terms of our relationship with
Society—with the people around us.
Just as we saw last week, Solomon again follows the pattern
of instruction and incentive. So we’ll see:
The Requirement of Successful Relationships (v3),
The Result of Successful Relationships (v4)
That will be our outline this morning: the Requirement, and
the Result of Successful Relationships.
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1.

The Requirement of Successful Relationships (v3)

We begin in v3, by seeing what is required of us in order to
have biblically successful Relationships…
It might be useful to start by asking how the world judges the
success or failure of a relationship.
The cold hard truth is this: According to the world, your
relationship with someone is successful only to the extent
that you get from them what you had hoped to gain.
To be fair, most people would add that ideally relationships
should be mutually beneficial.
But the only reason why the relationship should benefit both
parties is so that you can continue to cash in on that
relationship as and when you need to.
You don’t want to burn bridges if you don’t have to…
You might think I’m being overly skeptical…
…but Stephen Covey’s wildly successful Seven Habit of
Highly Effective People, essentially teaches that manipulation
is the essence to relational success.
The fact that his book has sold more than 25mil. copies, is a
pretty clear indication that his take on relationships is a
reflection of popular opinion.
As we saw last week, it’s no surprise when the Bible’s idea of
relational success stands in direct opposition to the world.
The world says that relationships exist for your benefit.
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Solomon’s idea of success in the realm of relationships, has
nothing to do with how you can benefit from others, and
everything to do with how you can be a benefit to others.
There’s a recurring theme in opening verses of Proverbs 3.
It goes something like this: “If you want your life to be
successful, then it cannot be about you.”
The fact that such a statement sounds like a contradiction,
proves just how much the world has corrupted our thinking.
Despite what the world is screaming in our ears, “self benefit”
and “success” are not synonymous concepts.
Popularity and prosperity, in the eyes of a dying world, is
never how the Bible defines true and lasting success.
Okay… But then, what does success look like, and how do we
grab hold of it?
We find Solomon’s prescription for success in v3 when he says,
So what does that mean? What does it look like when we
relate to people with “kindness and truth?”
The word for “kindness” is one of the most theologically
loaded terms in all of the OT because it is a key description
of God’s own character.
If we’re going to be successful, then the way we relate to
people must mirror God’s own character. Okay, by practically
what does that look like?
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Well… ’Kindness;’ ‘lovingkindness;’ ‘love;’ 'steadfast
love;’ ‘loyal love;’ ‘loyalty;’ ‘fidelity;’ ‘grace;’ and ‘mercy;’
…are all terms used in different English translations of the
Hebrew word ḥesed, that the NASB renders as ‘kindness’
here in Pr 3:3.
And it’s not like the NASB consistently uses ‘kindness’ as an
English translation either.
‘Lovingkindness,’ ‘kindness,’ ‘mercy,’ ‘love,’
’loyalty,’ ‘devotion,’ ‘favour,’ and even ‘loveliness,’ are all
used in the NASB to translate this one Hebrew word.
The problem is that no suitable English equivalent exists .
In fact, the word “lovingkindness” was made up in an effort to
come closer to a single English equivalent; but it still falls
short.
The word “truth” is 'emeṭh.‘ It too is a very important word,
especially when it is used alongside ḥesed.
When these terms are used alongside one another, they
emphasize consummate faithfulness and loyalty of character.
During the time immediately following Israel’s exodus from
Egypt, Moses was profoundly affected by his growing
understanding of God’s character.
What Moses saw and experienced in the dessert radically
transformed and expanded his conception of Yahweh.
The more he saw, the more he wanted to see; and so, in
Ex 33, Moses cries out:
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God grants that request in the form of a declaration. Ex 34:6,

This declaration of God’s compassionate lovingkindness and
truth, serves as the foundation for all of God gracious
dealings with His covenant nation.
Israel had no right to God’s mercy, but they freely received it
anyway.
The Psalms often call out for God’s mercy and forgiveness, not
because we deserve God’s goodness, but because God’s
gracious character gives us His goodness anyway.
Listen for example, to the words of David in Ps 25:6–11,
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In Ps 44, the sons of Korah cry out,

God’s character of “lovingkindness and truth" is held up
before all the world as a motivation to bring worship to Him.
Ps 117:2 says,

Furthermore, God lovingkindness and truth aren’t restricted to
His Israel alone…
God’s kindness and truth are freely given to all who forsake
their sin and turn to Him.
Lovingkindness and faithfulness are a reflection of God’s
eternal and unchanging character.
Listen to the reason why Jonah fought so hard against God’s
command that he go proclaim judgment against Nineveh.
In 4:2, it says that Jonah,
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That’s why God can send Ezekiel to a faithless Israel with the
words of Ezekiel 33:11,

God’s character is wonderful. It is unsearchable and
inscrutable, but it is also predictable.
When I say that God’s character is predictable it might seem
to you like I’m accusing Him of being boring.
But in the ANE world, where the ways and actions of the gods
were often entirely unpredictable, a god whose character
was defined by constancy was something to be marvelled at.
If you want to be successful then your behaviour needs to be a
reflection of God’s constant character of kindness and
faithfulness.
Pr 19:22 says,
Ps 18:25 says,
In Hos 6:6 God says,
Micah 6:8 says,
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But what does it look like when “kindness and truth”
characterise your relationships?
Well, Pr 11:1 shows us kindness and truth does not take
advantage but instead is always honest and fair in its
business practices.
In Pr 19:11, we see “kindness and truth” is slow to anger and
quick to forgive.
In Pr 22:9, those of kindness and truth, share their food with
the poor and the needy, and in v11 we see that their speech
is seasoned with grace.
In Pr 24:11, we see that kindness does not take pleasure in the
harm of others, not even when they are your enemies.
In Pr 25:14 we see that kindness and truth will gently speak
the truth even when those words are hard to hear.
In Pr 27:6 we see the people with kindness and truth are
reliable and live up to their commitments.
To show “kindness and truth” to others, is to love them.
Can you think of a NT passage that exemplifies kindness and
truth? You should be able to… 1 Cor 13:4,
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That’s what it looks like to show ‘kindness and truth’ to
people.
Understand that true biblical “kindness and truth” is not the
kind of thing that comes naturally to anybody.
Living a life that is committed to loving others, rather than
loving ourselves, requires constant discipline and dedication.
And it’s not as if Solomon is blind this reality, that why he takes
poetic license and pictures “kindness and truth” as if they are
things looking for any opportunity to escape our grasp.
He says,

It always reminded me a little bit too much of the way that you
treat pets, but in America I often saw these toddler harnesses
for moms who take their kids walking.
Essentially you strap a retractable rope to your toddler’s back
and then the other end of the rope clips onto your wrist.
The illusion of freedom vanishes the moment that the slack in
the rope runs out.
Then it becomes a full-blown tug-of-war as the little toddler
leans forward with all his might––straining against the rope––
trying to drag his mom where he wants to go.
We need to bind “kindness and truth” to ourselves, because
keeping them in our grasp can be every bit as tricky as
restraining an exuberant two-year-old.
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But then… Solomon switches metaphors mid-sentence.
We are not merely to bind “kindness and truth” to ourselves,
we are to bind them to our necks.
Suddenly, he pictures “kindness and truth” as if they were a
necklace.
Kindness and truth––steadfast love and faithfulness––are
meant to adorn our lives, much like a beautiful necklace.
But the intent of image extends beyond mere beauty.
Rings, earrings, nose rings, and bracelets were the common
forms of adornment. The wearing of a necklace was
exceptional and was meant to draw attention to oneself.
So our kindness and truth––our steadfast love and
faithfulness––are not just meant to adorn our lives. They are
meant to draw attention to our lives.
But how does that happen? It happens as people observe the
way that you act and live.
It happens as people see that your actions and attitudes are
very different to those of “normal” people.
• When you’re generous, and patient, and slow to anger…
• When your business deals are based on what is right, not
just on how much money you can make…
• When you yield to rude drivers in busy traffic…
• When you come to the front of the line after 3 hours and
smile in the Traffic Dept…
• When you don’t rejoice in the suffering of evil men…
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… Then other people will take notice of you…
Your “kindness and truth” will cause you to stand out in a
world that has love only for itself.
Look at the last line of v3…
Not only are you to bind kindness and truth around your
neck; Solomon also says that you are to:
To bind them around your neck is to change the way you act,
and then to write them on the tablet of your heart, is to
change not just how you act, but who you are.
“Kindness and truth” need to define not just your behaviour,
but your very being.
It can’t just be about what happens on the outside. That’s
where so many Jews got it wrong.
They tried to honour this instruction in an extremely superficial
manner by wear phylacteries.
A phylactery is this little leather box that you tie to your body,
and inside the box is a tiny scroll with a verse written on it.
Moses summarises the entire Pentateuch to the second
wilderness generation in Deuteronomy, and he say to them
in 6:6,
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The Pharisees, in their typical gnat-straining, camel-swallowing
manner, kept the letter of the Law and completely ignored its
intent.
Do you know how the Scribes and the Pharisees demonstrated
their devotion to God’s Word in Jesus’ day?
They made sure that the leather boxes they strapped to the
foreheads were bigger than anyone else’s box.
The boxes on their wrists were so big that unfortunately, it
kept them from actually being able to do any practical deeds
of “kindness and truth.”
Okay, I’m being facetious, I don’t know if their bigger boxes
actually kept them from being able to use their hands, but
let’s be honest, it’s the kind of thing that we would do.
When Solomon says to write them on your heart, he doesn’t
want you to go get a cool Hebrew tattoo.
His point is that you must become transformed by these
principles.
Kindness and trust––steadfast love and faithfulness––are
meant to completely dominate every aspect of your thoughts
and desires and deeds.
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2.

The Result of Successful Relationships (v4)

When “kindness and truth" defines who you are, and how you
act, then you will experience the success that Solomon
envisions.
And how does one measure that success? He explains in v4.
In v4, we come to our 2nd main point for this morning, where
we see: The Result of Successful Relationships.
Solomon says Pr 3:4,

If “kindness and truth” becomes the governing principle in
your relationships then, says Solomon, “you will find favour
and good repute.”
The Hebrew word for “favour” implies that people will be
positively disposed towards you; people will like you.
It is important to understand that, unlike the manipulation
tactics of Seven Habit of Highly Effective People, the favour
spoken of here is something that is given by God.
Gen 39:21 gives a helpful illustration,

Joseph didn’t display “kindness and truth” in his work ethic so
that he could gain favour from people.
He worked that way because he understood that ultimately he
was serving God.
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The God given result of his commitment to obey God was that
Joseph received favour wherever he went.
Ps 84:11 uses the word “grace” instead of favour, but it says
the same thing,

Not only will you find ‘favour.’ You will also find ‘good repute.’
The phrase “good repute,” is somewhat unusual. The Hebrew
word for “repute,” is actually a synonym for wisdom, but it’s
the kind of wisdom that invariably brings about success.
That’s why the ESV renders this phrase as “good success.”
I think the best understanding lies somewhere in between the
NASB and the ESV.
Those who show kindness and truth to others will not only find
favour, they will also gain a reputation as someone whose
wisdom brings them success in what they do.
When you’re in the thick of raising four young sons, then you
often you often see the truthfulness in the 2nd half of
Pr 13:15, “The way of the sinner is hard…”
But the 1st half of the verse picks up the same idea as what
Solomon expresses here in Pr 3:4,
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The two concepts of “finding favour” and “finding a good
reputation” cannot be separated from one another.
They are inseparably linked to one another and both come
from God’s hand.
But did you notice how v4 ends? It says,
Have you ever thought about the fact that you have a
reputation with God?
Having favour and a good reputation with people is a good
thing. It’s also the best that Stephen Covey can offer you.
Solomon on the other hand, offers a much greater promise.
When God destroyed the whole world, Noah alone found
favour in God’s eyes, and Noah and his family were spared.
Joseph, as we’ve seen received favour and a good reputation
in Egypt.
Solomon received so much favour and had such a reputation
for wisdom that people came to see him from all over the
world.
Daniel’s enemies understood that his faithfulness was of such a
nature, that the only way to discredit him, would be to
somehow use his own faithfulness against him.
But as I thought through the OT, looking for illustrations of
men who exemplified the principle of Pr 3:3–4, one name
stood out in mind.
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One man, more than any other person in the OT, illustrates the
truths of Pr 3:3–4.
I can think of no better illustration than Job. Turn to Job 29…
I wonder if you remember the astounding description that Job
gives of the “kindness and truth” that characterised his
relationships?
Job begins, in 29:1, by reflecting on his favour and good
repute, and he freely acknowledges that those things were
given to him from God’s hand.
I want us to begin reading in v7 where he gets to the details of
how others viewed him. v7 says,

Why did he have such a reputation?
Job himself explains why he had found such favour and good
repute with men.
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Look at v12:

That’s what kindness and truth looks like…
But what makes Job’s story remarkable, is not his exceptional
acts of kindness and truth… or even how others looked on
him with respect and wonder…
The most remarkable thing about Job’s life, was the reputation
that he had, with God. In Job 1:8,

Have you ever dared to wonder what the conversation might
look like if God decided to talk to someone about you?
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Conclusion
I think I know what some of you are thinking. Some of you are
thinking that your reputation with God is secured by His Son.
2 Cor 5:21 says,

You’re not wrong… It’s the wonderful truth of the Gospel that,
through faith in Christ, we might be justified before God—
declared righteous.
Job is the best OT illustration of Pr 3:3–4, but Jesus is not just
an illustration, He is the personification of these verses.
The NT has no direct equivalent for the ḥesed that we find in
the OT, but the NT notion of “grace” comes pretty close.
John 1:14 says,

v17 says,

In the life of Christ, the kindness and truth of God is put on
display.
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When Jesus said: Son, your sins are forgiven, and then healed
the paralytic man,” He demonstrated steadfast love and
faithfulness.
And the people were amazed at Him and they glorified God.
When Jesus got onto that boat after a full day of teaching in
the sun’s heat, knowing that they would have to face a raging
tempest on that water…
He got into that boat out of kindness and truth because He
went to set free a man oppressed by a legion of demons.
When they heard what He’d done everyone was amazed…
When Jesus returned to the other side of the lake, kindness
and truth caused Him to heal a desperate old woman who’d
been suffering for 12 years.
And it was kindness and truth that brought back to life, a
12-year-old girl who had just died.
And the people were completely astounded at Him.
When Jesus retreated to find some much needed rest with His
disciples, the crowds followed Him.
Steadfast love and faithfulness compelled compassion from
Christ and He fed 5k people…
When His disciples persisted in their unbelief, steadfast love
and faithfulness caused Jesus to say: “Take courage, it is I,
do not be afraid.”
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On His way to Jerusalem, weighed down by the coming reality
of His crucifixion, kindness and truth stopped Jesus in His
tracks, when he heard those words of desperation…
“Son of David! … Have mercy on me! …”
Kindness and truth restored sight to the blind Bartimaeus.
Kindness and truth compelled Christ to keep walking towards
Jerusalem where He laid down His life for those who place
their faith and hope in Him.
Do you know what makes kindness and truth a key to success?
Ultimately, it’s not because they will pave the way for you to
get more out of your relationships.
It’s because a life of “kindness and truth” is a life of
Christlikeness.
2Pet 1:5–7 supplies a list of christian qualities by which you
can test the genuineness of our profession of faith. Peter
then goes on to say in v8,
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It is not that Christlikeness saves you, but that it demonstrates
the genuineness of your salvation.
In the same way we might say that, “if ‘kindness and truth’ are
yours and are increasing, they will render you neither useless
nor unfruitful… [and] in this way the entrance into the eternal
kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ will be
abundantly supplied to you."
Let’s pray…
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